Simple Monitoring and Control
- Keep track of the capacity usage of your gondolas or other access areas.
- Open or close the entrances directly from the application.

On-Site Customer Service
- Customers blocked at the entrance can be helped quickly and directly to clarify the cause, i.e. too few points on the card, card no longer valid, locked card, etc.
- Manual control of gondola counters, i.e., as for people with special needs who cannot pass through the regular access control readers.

Fraud Detection and Prevention
- Detect by means of photo control whether non-transferable tickets were passed on.
- Prevent fraud by comparing the person category of the ticket (i.e., Child) with the entering person.

Mobile Use
- Work independent of time and place. With a tablet you can use the Control Monitor application at any location.
- Perform extended mobile ticket checks directly at the access readers.

Freemotion.Logic 'Control Monitor'
Manage and monitor your access easily and mobile. The intuitive web application is the perfect addition to your access control system.
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